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ACROSS
1. Begin
6. Schemes
11. Buddy
14. Command
15. Put a name to
16. A quarter of four
17. Out–repent the competition?
20. Big rig
21. Words of comprehension
22. Tiny little diminutive bits
23. Sedate
25. Pvt's superior
26. Secretly believe in a god or two now and then?
33. West African nation
34. Aphrodite’s paramour
35. Compete
36. Series of items
37. Rustic seat
38. Eroded
40. Wayside hostelry
41. Amaze
42. Was wrong
43. Respond to litigation in a direct but ultimately ineffective manner?
47. Male child
48. Pea places
49. Picture book
52. Dad
54. Leaf stem
58. Expressed crude disgust with modernist musical practices?
61. Influential ones
62. "Hey, you!" and "Watch out!"
63. Jeans material
64. Fireplace residue
65. Newly employed worker
66. Attire

DOWN
1. Weeps
2. Large plant
3. Second victim of an eating disorder
4. Laconic
5. ___-la-la
6. Alternative to solid, liquid, or gas
7. Not on time
8. Reed instrument
9. Five doubled
10. "Jingle Bells" vehicles
11. An "unacknowledged legislator of the world," according to Shelley
12. Palindromic female name
13. Response to "Shall we?"
18. Lean over
19. Speck
24. Motorist's org
25. Stair part
26. Fine porcelain dishes
27. Lacks
28. Jeer
29. Quadruped's lack
30. Piano-key material formerly
31. Begets
32. Repair

33. Facile
37. Remain
38. Elaborately buried Egyptian king, familiarly
39. One whose holds are sometimes barred
41. Digestive organ
42. Finish
44. Lie next to
45. Fight against
46. Horse type
49. Popular continent
50. Nurses, briefly
51. Big party
52. Set of two
53. Suits to ___
55. Fermented grape beverage
56. "___ what ____!" (would-be wise tautological remark)
57. Workout sites
59. It may precede "vial" or "umph"
60. Put two and two together
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